In this note we give a short and easy proof of the equivalence of Hakimi's one-median problem and the k-server-facility-loss servers are idle one of them is assigned to this takes the following form (cf.
Model formulation and results
loss model. For this queueing process it is wellknown (cf. [2] ) that for fixed x ~ 9-the random In [1] Chiu and Larson consider the so-called variable Xt(x) converges in distribution to the k-server-single-facility-loss median model (krandom variable J(x) representing the number SFLM). In this model customers at fixed locaof customers being served in the steady state if tions generate calls according to a Poisson prox c 9-denotes the location. Moreover, the districess with rate A > 0. If upon arrival of a cusbution of X(x) depends only on the arrival rate tomer's call at the service facility all its k identiand the first moment re(x) of the service time cal servers are busy this customer is lost at cost distribution (Erlang's Loss Formula). If the facil-Q > 0. Moreover, if upon arrival some of the ity is located at x ~ ~-, the cost function z(x) servers are idle one of them is assigned to this takes the following form (cf. [1] ). customer and travels to the location of that customer at a fixed cost rate. The objective is now to
(1) determine among a set ~___ ~2 of feasible locations that location for the service facility which with will minimize the average cost of the system. In 
Using (2) one can now prove the following result.
